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Posing the problem

● How do North Atlantic SST biases change with 
increasing resolution in a multi-model framework?

● Does increasing model resolution bring improvements 
in the representation of North Atlantic blocking and the 
eddy-driven jet?

● What is the role of reduced SST biases for such 
improvements in blocking and the jet?



Lee, R.W., Woollings, T.J., Hoskins, B.J. et al. Impact of Gulf Stream SST biases

on the global atmospheric circulation. Clim Dyn 51, 3369–3387 (2018).

“The role of this SST bias is examined with a focus 
on the tropospheric response by performing three 
sensitivity experiments. The SST biases are imposed 
on the atmosphere-only configuration of the model 
over a small and medium section of the Gulf 
Stream, and also the wider North Atlantic.”

“Imposing this warm SST bias here acts to shift and 
change the strength of the SST gradients in the Gulf 
Stream which have been shown to be important to 
ocean– atmosphere interactions (e.g. Parfitt et al. 
2016).”

“...reducing ocean and SST biases in these regions 
of high ocean–atmosphere interaction may also 
reduce some of the global atmospheric biases in 
coupled global climate models.”



Keeley, S.P.E., Sutton, R.T. and Shaffrey, L.C. (2012):
     

The impact of North Atlantic sea surface temperature

errors on the simulation of North Atlantic European

region climate. Q.J.R.Met.Soc.

“The work also suggests that errors in the coupled model 
storm tracks and North Atlantic Oscillation, compared to 
reanalysis data, can also be explained partly by these SST 
errors. Our results suggest that both the error in the Gulf 
Stream separation location and the path of the North 
Atlantic Current around the Grand Banks play important 
roles in affecting the atmospheric circulation.”

“At standard resolution, our climate model shows 
the usual error of a large deficit in Atlantic winter 
blocking frequency. At moderately higher resolution 
the error is largely removed. Artificially removing 
the mean bias in the standard model shows that 
this bias is immediately responsible for the blocking 
error, as in previous studies. Atmosphere only 
experiments confirm that SST errors generate much 
of the westerly bias and the blocking deficit. 
Additional experiments with ocean-only models 
demonstrate that ocean model resolution in turn 
plays a key role in alleviating the SST error.”

Scaife, A. A., Copsey, D., Gordon, C., Harris, C., Hinton, T., 

Keeley, S., O'Neill, A., Roberts, M., and Williams, K. (2011):
         

Improved Atlantic winter blocking in a climate model. GRL.
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Biases are assessed against HadISST2 for SSTs
and ECMWF  reanalyses for blocking.
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Biases are assessed against OAFlux for surf. fluxes
and against ERA5 for the atmospheric fields.



Schematic diagrams showing the restoration of near-surface baroclinicity by 
an oceanic front through surface sensible heat flux from the ocean against the 
relaxation by eddy heat transport. (a) A strong SAT gradient formed above an 
oceanic front favors baroclinic eddy growth. (b) Poleward eddy heat flux 
relaxes the SAT gradient and then heat flux from the ocean corresponding to 
the air–sea temperature difference acts to restore the SAT gradient.

Sampe et al., 2010.
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Precipitation biases are assessed against ERA5.



Climatologies vary little between different realizations

(results largely insensitive to internal variability)



Number density for each 2°×2° grid cell for the moist particles (top) and dry 
particles (bottom) 2 days (left column), 5 days(middle column), and 9 days (right 
column) prior to their arrival at the wintertime Euro-Atlantic blocking highs. Red 
contours denote the location of the particle release location (i.e. where the 
blocks form) with the interval of 0.05% starting from 0.1%. In each panel the sum 
ofall grid cells is 100%.

Yamamoto et al., 2020.
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Biases in static stability (−∂θ/∂p) at 850 hPa in K (100 hPa)−1 
and in vertical velocity (dp/dt) at 700 hPa in Pa s−1.





Figure 8: Climatological frequency (% of days) of the southern-jet regime (jet latitude < 38°N) in 
wintertime for each model vs the respective climatological meridional SST gradient in the area [25°
–60°W, 35°–45°N]. Round markers are for LR models, diamond markers are for HR models, while 
the black asterisks indicate the respective observations.
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Figure S8:  The multi-model ensemble partitioned to High-Grad (red) and Low-Grad (blue) 
sub-ensembles defined via the median climatological maximum SST gradient in the 
indicated area (two groups of colored markers and the respective means).



Figure S8:  The panels show the differences between the two sub-ensemble means in terms of: (b) SST in °C 
with the respective climatologies in contours, solid green for High-Grad and dashed violet for Low-Grad, (c) 
zonal wind at 850 hPa, in m s−1, (d) meridional gradient of air-temperature at 850 hPa, gradients are considered 
to be positive equatorward, in K (100 km)−1 , and (e) maximum Eady growth rate at 775 hPa, in day−1.

 Comparing sub-ensemble climatologies
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Yet, the 60-km atmospheric resolution was 
probably insufficient for simulating a realistic 
response to the imposed SST anomalies.



Hosking et al. (1983) Novak et al. (2015)






